Design Features and Benefits of the Rest-Q

1. Vapor Proof, Shear Reducing Top Cover is the Nation's most durable fabric used in healthcare. Other fabrics tend to fade, crack and can lead to core contamination.

2. Highly Resilient Top Cushion conforms and responds to body contours and bony prominences. Provides long-lasting and much appreciated comfort.

3. Upper Torso Support rests beneath the top layer to support the back and shoulders.

4. Embedded within the core are supportive sections that underly the hips and shoulders. Between these support sections is a soft, pressure absorbing strip to help bridge the patient's pressure sensitive areas along the spinal column and sacrum. When side-lying, the trochanter rests bridged, over this center strip.

5. Extra Support is focused beneath the hips providing the right blend of comfort and support where the majority of weight is concentrated.

6. Firm Base Layer ensures that heavier patients remain supported without bottoming out.

7. Heel Suspension System supports the lower legs along the horizon of the mattress, while allowing sensitive heels to float, virtually suspended.

8. Ultra Firm Perimeter Support facilitates safer, more secure transfers and prevents edge-of-bed collapse and side rail entrapment. Defined Perimeter SeCure Edge is optional.
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